Dynamic solutions for your pharmacy

Call Today! 888-892-5185
Or visit us at www.lexicomcomputers.com

LexiCom Computer Systems, LLC
The ProScript Pharmacy System is a comprehensive Pharmacy Management System that is designed to efficiently assist with the ever increasing workload in today’s Pharmacy environment. ProScript was designed and is maintained by a pharmacist, ensuring unparalleled ease of operation while meeting the demands of today’s industry.

INSURE PATIENT COMPLIANCE

Patient compliance is a very important issue facing pharmacies today. Our auto-refill and text messaging notification functions help you not only anticipate the needs of your patients, but also notify them when their prescriptions are ready to be picked up. The auto-refill function can also help you predict your inventory needs, reducing the dollars sitting on your shelves.

INTERFACES THAT FIT YOUR NEEDS

We offer interface packages that allow communication between the ProScript Pharmacy Software and a variety of specialty solution providers. We currently support communication with:

- VoiceTech Integrated Voice Response system
- Smart IVR Integrated Voice Response system
- ScriptPro Dispensing automation
- Parata Dispensing automation
- Kirby Lester Dispensing automation
- Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management system
- PickPoint Will Call system

Feel free to contact us for implementation details. If you don’t see your interface product on the list, our programmers will be happy to discuss the possibility of developing an interface package to meet your needs.

POINT OF SALE

LexiCom is a proud value-added reseller for many Microsoft products, including Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management System point of sale solution. We offer a wide range of configurations to meet your business needs including full integration with the ProScript Pharmacy Software, allowing seamless functionality in your pharmacy environment.
AVAILABLE SIGNATURE CAPTURE

The Signature Capture module fully integrates with our ProScript Pharmacy System and reduces the amount of paper that today’s pharmacy is forced to maintain.

Signatures can be captured for:
- Third Party Prescriptions
- Cash Prescription pickup
- Counseling Sign-Off
- Acceptance of store privacy policies
- No Safety Cap requests

All signatures are saved with a date/time stamp that allows easy retrieval of signatures for viewing and/or printing. This can be a valuable time saver during an audit situation.

WORK FLOW OPTIONS THAT FIT YOU

We offer work flow solutions ranging from selected item to bottle scan verification to end of process scanning that includes visual hard copy verification, image and imprint information, and pharmacist signoff. Let us help you meet the unique needs of your pharmacy.

INSURANCE BILLING MADE EASY

Lightening fast internet claims processing combined with Part D E1 and Enhanced E1 capabilities ensure superior customer care.

ProScript Features:

- Available workstation scanners for fast drug or inventory entry
- Auto Fax refill request to Doctor
- Drug to drug interaction checking
- Prescription profile tracking
- Allergen checking
- On-screen and/or printed counseling monographs
- Line item claim reconciliation option
- Flexible patient and drug pricing
- Unlimited generics linked to legend drugs
- Electronic ordering to many wholesalers
- On-screen field sensitive help
- User configurable screen formats
- Monthly program/interaction/ counseling updates
- Nursing home labeling and delivery list functions
- Available MAR sheet package
- Integrated Accounts Receivable
- Available electronic price updates
- Fully certified with SureScripts for eScript functionality
- Available Signature Capture pads
- Available hard copy imaging scanners
- On-screen viewing of electronically captured patient signatures
- Integrated inventory control
- Comprehensive inventory movement and profit reports
- ..and Much More!

LexiCom Computer Systems, LLC
ABOUT US

In the early 1980s the ProScript Pharmacy System was developed by a pharmacist to handle prescription processing, claim submission, and inventory problems.

In the 1990s, ProScript merged with the Frank Knowles Agency to become LexiCom Computer Systems, LLC. The merger with Frank Knowles Agency gave us the ability to provide pharmacy solutions that were supported by one company.

Throughout the years, the ProScript Pharmacy System has continuously evolved to meet the ever changing demands of the pharmacy environment. From electronic claims to point of sale systems, signature capture to e-prescriptions, LexiCom continues to strive for excellence.